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Attention:

CORPORATION

Ms. Diane Roy, Vice President, Regulatory Affairs

Dear Sirs/Mesdames:

Re:

British Columbia Utilities Commission Inquiry into the Regulation of Electric
Vehicle Charging Service - Project No. 1598941

We are counsel to the Commercial Energy Consumers Association of British Columbia (the
"CBC"). Attached please find the CEC's Information Request on written evidence with respect
to the above-noted proceeding.
If you have any questions regarding the foregoing, please do not hesitate to contact the
undersigned.
Yours truly,

OWEN BIRD LAW CORPORATION

Christopher P. Weafer
CPW/jj

cc: BCUC - Atten: Patrick Wruck, Commission Secretary
cc: Registered Interveners
cc: CEC

B
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COMMERCIAL ENERGY CONSUMERS ASSOCIATION
OF BRITISH COLUMBIA (“CEC”)
INFORMATION REQUEST NO. 1 TO FORTISBC INC. (“FBC”)
British Columbia Utilities Commission – Inquiry into the Regulation of Electric Vehicle
Charging Service ~ Project No. 1598941
May 15, 2018

1.

Reference:

1.1

Please confirm that the evidence on the breakdown of PEVs between PHEVs and BEVs
is that roughly ½ of each are represented in the total as of 2017 and that BEV’s were a
lesser fraction in the past.
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Reference:

2.1

Please explain why BEV’s are the only type of vehicle that can access Level 3 DCFC
charging.

3.

Reference:

3.1

3.2

Please confirm or otherwise explain that the GGRR does not provide direction with
respect to how much subsidy a utility should provide to support fuel switching from
gasoline and diesel to electricity for transportation.
Please confirm that the assertion that the merits for utilities being confirmed is a
qualitative opinion and not a direction or a quantitative assessment of how much utilities
should spend and that at this time such a decision would be in the purview of the
Commission in its rate setting role, which is why FBC has applied for rate setting.

4.

Reference:
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-34.1

Is FBC asserting that having an uneconomic product for which there is low demand is the
criteria for defining a market as not competitive versus being a natural monopoly service?

5.

Reference:

5.1

Please confirm that a vehicle owner has the choice of acquiring a PHEV or EREV and
being able to make it to wherever they need to go as far as personal vehicle transportation
is concerned.
Please provide any evidence FBC has with respect to the expansion of BEV sales in BC
caused by the expansion of DCFC charging stations on highway corridors.
Please provide FBC’s quantitative assessment of the actual costs for Level 3 charging
infrastructure and the level of cost recovery that these services currently recover or could
recover based on actual usage to date and how those match the projected levelized
approach to recovery costs over time.

5.2
5.3
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6.

Reference:

6.1

Is FBC suggesting that the standard for an emerging market should be the same
availability of refueling service as the gasoline and diesel stations?
Can FBC confirm that home charging is in fact a viable option for EV owners who have
suitable schedules to take advantage of overnight home charging for their vehicles?

6.2
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-47.

Reference:

7.1

Does FBC agree with the Commissions principle that “the benefits of regulation should
outweigh the cost”?
Does FBC consider that the benefits of EV charging should outweigh the costs for the
charging?
Does FBC consider that its quantitative projection evidence in its rate design as to when
in the future the benefits of EV charging infrastructure might outweigh the cost
represents that the benefits should outweigh the costs in the near future.
Does FBC agree that one of the benefits of regulation of utilities would come from
stopping utilities from imposing costs on their customers for subsidizing uneconomic
services and supply after consideration of the appropriate values for the public interest
issues?
Does FBC have a position on where the limits for cost and investment in uneconomic
activity should be set by the Commission and does FBC expect to be held accountable for
the prudence of their projections of profitable operation in the relatively near term.
Has FBC assessed and developed quantitative evidence on whether or not this investment
in fuel switching for GHG reduction is at an appropriate level of cost for GHG reduction
or are there better and more cost-effective alternatives?
7.6.1 Please confirm that at the proposed charging rates in FBC’s applications that the
fuel savings for customers make the GHG reduction a byproduct benefit and
therefore very low cost GHG reduction.
Does FBC agree that the Commission should be concerned with the cost-effectiveness of
a utility investment in EV charging?

7.2
7.3

7.4

7.5

7.6

7.7

8.

Reference:
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-58.1

Please provide any quantitative analysis FBC has with respect to assessing when in the
future EV charging rates would become economic for EV customers and or confirm that
FBC expects that its proposed levelized charging rates would be economic for customers
from the outset.

9.

Reference:

9.1

If a customer is using electricity during peak times, why does FBC consider it
inappropriate that a tariff rate with the relevant demand charges should not apply?
Would FBC support TOU rates for EV charging during low load hour times and if not
please explain?

9.2
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10.

Reference:

10.1

Please confirm that the CEA’s GGRR provisions do not establish cost-effectiveness for
electrification investment and would leave the regulation of cost-effective investment to
the Commission.
Please confirm that the CEA’s GGRR provisions for electrification cost recovery do not
establish the allowed methods for cost recovery.
Please confirm that the FBC application for EV charging rate setting is intended to have
the Commission establish the regulatory basis for FBC’s proposed transportation
electrification initiatives.

10.2
10.3

11.

Reference:
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-611.1

11.2

11.3

11.4
11.5

11.6

Please confirm that FBC’s analysis with respect to the revenues and costs for FBC’s
proposed charging stations is at page 22 of their rate design application.
11.1.1 Please confirm that the Level 3 DCFC charging costing is on Page 20.
11.1.2 Please provide the cost structure breakdown for the costing included to confirm
that the cost inclusion is comprehensive.
11.1.3 Please comment on any likely cost variation factors FBC may expect as
sensitivities to these numbers.
Please provide FBC’s assessment of the carbon fuel credit opportunity for the future.
11.2.1 Please confirm that the FBC cost and revenue analysis does not include potential
carbon credit revenues and if it so or not please provide an estimate of the carbon
credits that would match these revenue.
Please discuss whether or not the potential for a profitable operation of EV charging
would apply equally to the private sector participants as it would to the utility
participants.
Please confirm that FBC does not expect that in the future the EV charging service will
be a natural monopoly.
Please outline FBC’s intent with respect to EV charging investment, is it to bridge and
accelerate the transition of transportation to electricity as a fuel running in an open and
competitive market or is it to have a long-term participation in the EV charging market
beneficial to its ratepayers and to its EV charging customers alike.
Please discuss whether or not FBC’s investment in EV charging stations and operation at
a loss for a period of time could have the potential of undercutting development of the
competitive market and its ability to provide such services and benefits to the public.

12.

Reference:

12.1

Does FBC expect that the Commission would or may set limits on the extent of FBC’s
proposed investments in EV charging structure and the degree to which FBC’s customers
should subsidize this electrification transition?
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